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Created through a student-tested, faculty-approved review process with numerous students
and faculty, ECON: MICRO, 3E is an engaging, accessible solution designed to accommodate
the diverse lifestyles of today's learners without sacrificing content. ECON: MICRO, 3E truly
leads by example as award-winning teacher and author Will McEachern uses familiar
examples and illustrations drawn from actual daily life to vividly demonstrate how readers have
been intuitively making economic choices and dealing with economic institutions and events
their entire lives. With a user-friendly approach, McEachern connects these life experiences to
key microeconomic concepts and today's latest economic developments and events. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. GO! with Office 2016 is
the right approach to learning for today's fast-moving, mobile environment. The GO! Series
focuses on the job and success skills students need to succeed in the workforce. With GO! All
in One, you can teach Computer Concepts and Applications together - the way it is in the real
world! Engage your students right away by focusing on jobs and incorporating cloud computing
and collaboration in a logical way. And, put concepts into action using a unique, integrated,
jobs-focused, unit approach, or take an IC3 approach to help prepare students to take the IC3
exams. By using jobs-related projects, students learn Microsoft Office in the context of a real
work environment. With these projects, students learn the how and why at the moment they
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need to know, and they never get lost because the GO! Series using Microsoft procedural
syntax. MyITLab ® is designed with the learner in mind. It provides access to all of the
resources, including the interactive eText with videos, IT Concepts simulations, and quick
check quizzes built in, plus the Grader Projects and Simulations for Microsoft applications
Now readers can master the principles of macroeconomics with the help of the most popular
introductory book in economics today that is widely used around the world -- Mankiw’s
PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS, 8E. With its clear and engaging writing style, this
book emphasizes only the material that readers are likely to find most interesting about the
economy, particularly if they are studying economics for the very first time. Reader discover
interesting coverage of the latest relevant macroeconomic developments with real-life
scenarios, useful economic facts, and clear explanations of the many ways macroeconomic
concepts play a role in the decisions that individuals make every day. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
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access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- Debuting in its first edition DK Guide to Public Speaking is an
easy-to-navigate resource with dynamic visuals, current examples, and concise instruction that
equips students with the tools and confidence to be effective speakers. The book's stunning
visual presentation engages students on a whole new level and provides them with easy-tofind answers and extensive examples that nearly leap off the page. Concepts and theory come
to life through visual examples, checklists, tables and graphics that allow students to better
understand concepts and make connections at a glance. This is the standalone book, if you
want the book/access code order; 0205161049 / 9780205161041 DK Guide to Public Speaking
& MySpeechLab with Pearson eText Package Package consists of 0205673090 /
9780205673094 MySpeechLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access 0205750117 /
9780205750115 DK Guide to Public Speaking
"... an important intervention in the conversation around social and ecological sustainability that
draws on both micromarketing and macromarketing scholarship to help the reader understand
the challenges with illustrations from insightful cases both from emerging and developed
economies. This compilation should be essential reading for the discerning student of
sustainable consumption and production." -- Professor Pierre McDonagh, Associate Editor,
Journal of Macromarketing (USA); Professor of Critical Marketing & Society, University of Bath,
UK Experts in the field of economics, management science, and particularly in the marketing
domain have always been interested in and acknowledged the importance of sustaining
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profitable businesses while incorporating societal and environmental concerns; however, the
level of existing literature and availability of teaching cases reflect a dearth of real case studies,
especially those focused on marketing for social good. This book of actual case studies will
address that need. In addition, this book is important and timely in providing a case book for
instructors (those in both industry and academia) to help them in teaching and training the next
generation of leaders through corporate training and universities. Currently, marketing for
social good is increasingly becoming a part of most curriculums under the umbrella of different
titles, such as social marketing, green marketing, and sustainability marketing. The relevance
of these studies is increasing across the globe. This book is composed of long and short real
cases with varying complexity in different sectors. This case book will also cover some review
articles for an overview of the recent developments in the study area. With these case studies,
collections of questions, teaching materials, and real-life marketing scenarios, this book offers
a unique source of knowledge to marketing professionals, students, and educators across the
world. The main objective of this case book is to understand the applicability of marketing
science (marketing for social good context, such as social marketing and sustainability
marketing) in internet marketing related to e-buying behavior and e-WOM. In addition, it
illustrates the various types of existing marketing practices that are relevant from both
theoretical and practical points of view in this electronic era, as well as discussing other nonelectronic marketing practices and focusing on consumer buying behavior. As a result,
marketing managers can treat their customers according to their desired value. This book
particularly explores the possibilities and advantages created by social marketing and
sustainability marketing through the presentation of thorough review articles and case studies.
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This case book helps corporate training centers and universities with compact teaching
reference materials in their relevant courses.
Bring economics to life with rich, practical examples that make concepts clear and intriguing.
CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS blends economic expertise and educational insights with
comprehensive content, sound instructional design, and extensive print and media teaching
tools. The book covers CEE's (Council for Economic Education) Standards completely and
repeatedly. This new edition now includes two chapters covering personal finance, including
information on managing money and being a responsible consumer. A wealth of print, video,
electronic, and online resources make it simple to address varied learning styles, use formal
and informal assessment, and integrate technology where it makes sense to you. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their
learning preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as
their main course resource. Readers gain a strong understanding of economic principles with
the hundreds of lively examples found in ECON Micro. This book draws on familiar life
experiences to help explain economic concepts, choices, institutions, and events. A friendly
writing style is makes the material clear and more direct. Understandable graphs and exhibits
include captions that summarize key points for review, color-coded curves, and helpful labels
for clarification. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Principles of Microeconomics 2e covers the scope and sequence of most introductory
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microeconomics courses. The text includes many current examples, which are handled
in a politically equitable way. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and
application of economics concepts. The second edition has been thoroughly revised to
increase clarity, update data and current event impacts, and incorporate the feedback
from many reviewers and adopters. The text and images in this book are grayscale.
The first (previous) edition of Principles of Microeconomics via OpenStax is available
via ISBN 9781680920093.
Built from the ground up to focus on what matters to students in today's high-tech,
globalized world, Dean Karlan and Jonathan Morduch's Economics represents a new
generation of products, optimized for digital delivery and available with the best-in-class
adaptive study resources in McGraw-Hill's LearnSmart Advantage Suite. Engagement
with real-world problems is built into the very fabric of the learning materials as students
are encouraged to think about economics in efficient, innovative, and meaningful ways.
Drawing on the authors' experiences as academic economists, teachers, and policy
advisors, a familiar curriculum is combined with material from new research and applied
areas such as finance, behavioral economics, and the political economy, to share with
students how what they're learning really matters. This modern approach is organized
around learning objectives and matched with sound assessment tools aimed at
enhancing students' analytical and critical thinking competencies. Students and faculty
will find content that breaks down barriers between what goes on in the classroom and
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what is going on in our nation and broader world. By teaching the right questions to ask,
Karlan and Morduch provide readers with a method for working through decisions
they'll face in life and ultimately show that economics is the common thread that
enables us to understand, analyze, and solve problems in our local communities and
around the world. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need
it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Economists examine the genesis of technological change and the ways we
commercialize and diffuse it. The economics of property rights and patents, in addition
to industry applications, are also surveyed through literature reviews and predictions
about fruitful research directions. Two volumes, available as a set or sold separately
Expert articles consider the best ways to establish optimal incentives in technological
progress Science and innovation, both their theories and applications, are examined at
the intersections of the marketplace, policy, and social welfare Economists are only part
of an audience that includes attorneys, educators, and anyone involved in new
technologies
Green marketing has risen in prominence over recent years as corporations face calls
to lower their carbon footprint, engage in socially responsible practices, and promote
sustainable ways of conducting business. In emerging economies, social, economic,
and environmental problems resulting from rapid industrialisation requires urgent
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attention. Promoting environmentally responsible practices through green marketing
has been identified as a key solution. This book provides theoretical and practical
insights into how businesses in emerging economies can integrate green objectives into
their marketing activities to achieve sustainable outcomes and attain green-focused
goals. It discusses green marketing from strategic and operational perspectives, which
considers target consumers, products, processes, promotion and sustainability of
resources and presents the institutional logic of embedding greenness across
organisational marketing activities. Issues concomitant to green marketing such as
consumer buying behaviour of green products, green integrated marketing
communication, green product management, green initiatives in logistics social
responsibility, greenwashing and the need for transparency, and green marketing
orientations and firm performance, are covered in the book. Ultimately, this collection
contributes to and extends theoretical conversations on green marketing while also
providing actionable recommendations for organisations and the larger society in
emerging economies. Chipo Mukonza is a Lecturer at the Tshwane University of
Technology in Polokwane, South Africa. Ogechi Adeola is an Associate Professor of
Marketing at the Lagos Business School, Pan-Atlantic University, Nigeria. Isaiah Adisa
is a management researcher and consultant based in Nigeria. Robert E. Hinson is a
Professor and Head of the Department of Marketing and Entrepreneurship at the
University of Ghana Business School. Emmanuel Mogaji is a Senior Lecturer in
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Advertising and Marketing Communications at the University of Greenwich, United
Kingdom.
Offers an introduction to modern economics principles.
"Easy to use and easy to afford, The Little Seagull Handbook is the #1 brief handbook
because students say it has a positive impact on their writing. Intuitive organization,
color-coding, and jargon-free instruction for common kinds of writing make it a
reference tool that student writers truly use. This edition includes new advice for
conducting research as it's done online today, new student model essays, and a new
chapter on writing summary/response essays"-Features twenty-five chapter contributions from an international array of distinguished
academics based in Asia, Eastern and Western Europe, Russia, and the USA. This
multi-author contributed volume provides an up-to-date and authoritative overview of
cutting-edge themes involving the thermal analysis, applied solid-state physics, microand nano-crystallinity of selected solids and their macro- and microscopic thermal
properties. Distinctive chapters featured in the book include, among others, calorimetry
time scales from days to microseconds, glass transition phenomena, kinetics of nonisothermal processes, thermal inertia and temperature gradients, thermodynamics of
nanomaterials, self-organization, significance of temperature and entropy. Advanced
undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers working in the field of thermal
analysis, thermophysical measurements and calorimetry will find this contributed
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volume invaluable. This is the third volume of the triptych volumes on thermal behaviour
of materials; the previous two receiving thousand of downloads guaranteeing their
worldwide impact.

This new edition of Organisations and the Business Environment provides a
completely revised, extended and updated edition of the original successful text.
It provides contemporary and comprehensive coverage of the subject matter
which is highly relevant to business and management students at undergraduate,
postgraduate and professional levels. The text is written in a clear and concise
style, illustrated with topical examples and data. Organisations and the Business
Environment (second edition) comprises four sections: * Business Organisations
¡V discusses the evolution of organisational and managerial theories and
concepts with particular emphasis on their relevance in the 21st century. The
different types of organisations and their missions, visions, goals and objectives
are examined. * The External Business Macro-Environment ¡V describes and
considers the political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, ecological and
legal influences on organisations, utilizing the PESTEL framework of analysis.
This section includes a review of the internationalization of businesses and
examines the role of GATT and the WTO, single markets and trading blocs. * The
External Business Micro-Environment ¡V provides a review of the market system
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and the nature of supply and demand. Market structures are examined in the light
of monopolistic regimes and working for competitive advantage. The impact of
government intervention is explored via regulatory bodies, privatization, and
nationalization programmes. * Business Management ¡V explores the major
aspects of contemporary business organisations, including corporate governance
and business ethics. In particular, this section tackles the areas of structure,
culture, change, quality management and the principal functions of organisations.
This textbook is a user-friendly resource with end of chapter questions, activities
and assignments to consolidate learning. Its strong emphasis on topical
examples enables students to understand how theory is applied in business
contexts, including, GlaxoSmithKline, BT, Scottish and Newcastle, Hanson plc
and a number of not-for-profit organisations. There is additional Tutor Resource
material, including presentation slides, data charts, chapter summaries,
questions and answers. "An excellent book...good use of learning objectives,
questions and potential assignments." Paul Blakely, Lecturer, University College
of Warrington.
"Principles of Macroeconomics is an adaptation of the textbook,
Macroeconomics: Theory, Markets, and Policy by D. Curtis and I. Irvine, and
presents a complete and concise examination of introductory macroeconomics
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theory and policy suitable for a first introductory course. Examples are domestic
and international in their subject matter and are of the modern era — financial
markets, monetary and fiscal policies aimed at inflation and debt control,
globalization and the importance of trade flows in economic structure, and
concerns about slow growth and the risk of deflation, are included. This textbook
is intended for a one-semester course, and can be used in a two-semester
sequence with the companion textbook, Principles of Microeconomics. The three
introductory chapters are common to both textbooks."--BCcampus website.
Written in an accessible and jargon-free way, Environment and Social Theory
examines: * the historical relationship between social theory and the environment
*pre-Enlightenment and Enlightenment social theory and the environment *
twentieth century social theory and the environment * economic theory and the
environment * the relationship between ecology, biology and social theory *
recent theoretical approaches to the environment * the development of a green
social theory The ideas and vies of key theorists including Hobbes, Locke, freud,
Habermas, Giddens and Beck are discussed to provide comprehensive coverage
of social theory for non-specialist readers.
This very successful textbook is distinguished by a superior writing style that
draws upon common student experiences to introduce economic concepts,
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making economic theory more accessible and interesting. Case Studies and
numerous examples take advantage of students' intuitive knowledge of
economics, building upon real-life situations. A streamlined design places
pedagogy and illustrations directly within the flow of the text, making them less
distracting and more useful for students. A fully integrated program of technology
enhancements sets this text apart by pairing the book with numerous online
multimedia learning tools that have been developed to help the text better serve
a wide range of learning styles. The text uniquely integrates classroom use of
The Wall Street Journal by including in-text pedagogy to help readers learn to
analyze the latest economic events as reported in the Journal. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Micro and small enterprises (MSEs) have been recognized as a major
contemporary source of employment and income in a growing number of
developing countries. Yet, relatively little is known about the characteristics and
patterns of change in these enterprises. This volume examines the dynamics of
MSEs in the development process. Drawing on a unique set of surveys
conducted in twelve countries in Africa and Latin America the authors map the
patterns of change in MSEs in the developing world. Subjects covered include: *
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significance of new start and closure rates of MSEs * factors involved in
expansion rates and growth patterns of MSEs * the role of gender in MSEs
evolution.
Building on the revolutionary Institute of Medicine reports To Err is Human and
Crossing the Quality Chasm, Keeping Patients Safe lays out guidelines for
improving patient safety by changing nursesâ€™ working conditions and
demands. Licensed nurses and unlicensed nursing assistants are critical
participants in our national effort to protect patients from health care errors. The
nature of the activities nurses typically perform â€" monitoring patients, educating
home caretakers, performing treatments, and rescuing patients who are in crisis
â€" provides an indispensable resource in detecting and remedying errorproducing defects in the U.S. health care system. During the past two decades,
substantial changes have been made in the organization and delivery of health
care â€" and consequently in the job description and work environment of nurses.
As patients are increasingly cared for as outpatients, nurses in hospitals and
nursing homes deal with greater severity of illness. Problems in management
practices, employee deployment, work and workspace design, and the basic
safety culture of health care organizations place patients at further risk. This
newest edition in the groundbreaking Institute of Medicine Quality Chasm series
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discusses the key aspects of the work environment for nurses and reviews the
potential improvements in working conditions that are likely to have an impact on
patient safety.
This text offers modern coverage of modern industrial organizations, including
strategic behaviour and game theory. It uses a unified structure to analyse
theories and empirical evidence about the organization of firms and indutries.
A provocative look at an area few economists dare to tread, by Australia's most read
economic commentator.
Principles of Microeconomics for AP(R) Courses covers scope and sequence
requirements for an Advanced Placement(R) microeconomics course and is listed on
the College Board's AP(R) example textbook list. The text includes many current
examples, which are presented in a politically equitable way. The outcome is a
balanced approach to the theory and application of economics concepts.The images in
this textbook are grayscale. Advanced Placement(R) and AP(R) are trademarks
registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in the
production of, and does not endorse, this product.
State Corporatism and Proto-Industry focuses on the WÜrttemberg worsted industry, an
example of a "proto-industry" that arose in many parts of Europe preceding factory
industrialization. It has been argued that these proto-industries broke down traditional
society but this book suggests otherwise. With the help of the state, corporate
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institutions such as merchant companies and rural guilds, regulated every aspect of
rural life and thus profoundly shaped early modern European economic, demographic
and social development.
New York Times bestseller Stimulus plans: good or bad? Free markets: How free are
they? Jobs: Can we afford them? Occupy Wall Street . . . worldwide! Everybody’s
talking about the economy, but how can we, the people, understand what Wall Street or
Washington knows—or say they know? Read Economix. With clear, witty writing and
quirky, accessible art, this important and timely graphic novel transforms “the dismal
science” of economics into a fun, fact-filled story about human nature and our attempts
to make the most of what we’ve got . . . and sometimes what our neighbors have got.
Economix explains it all, from the beginning of Western economic thought, to markets
free and otherwise, to economic failures, successes, limitations, and future possibilities.
It’s the essential, accessible guide to understanding the economy and economic
practices. A must-read for every citizen and every voter. Find teaching guides for
Economix and other titles at abramsbooks.com/resources. PRAISE FOR ECONOMIX
“Goodwin brilliantly contextualizes economic theories with historical narrative, while
Burr’s simple but elegant illustration employs classical techniques like caricaturing
politicians and symbolizing big businesses (as a gleeful factory) to help the reader
visualize difficult concepts.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “[Economix] brings a
lively visual sensibility to this intensely abstruse subject matter without condescending
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to the reader or dumbing the ideas down.” —MotherJones.com “Flat-out awesome!”
—Wired.com “This witty and elegant volume takes on a number of complex issues—in
this case, economics, history and finance—and makes them comprehensible for mere
mortals.” —Miami Herald “After reading Economix I felt like I understood many
fundamental aspects about the way the world works that I had been too lazy to learn
about before . . . Economix is a book I’m going to buy and give to people.” —Boing
Boing “Having never taken economics in college, I find the world of high finance
needlessly complicated and confusing. Thankfully Michael Goodwin saw the need for a
basic primary on how the economy currently works and how we got here. A text like this
would certainly help high school and college students gain their first taste of financial
literacy and it comes recommended for the rest of us.” —ComicMix.com “Just when the
world seems to have fallen apart thanks to the economy, Goodwin and Burr’s
Economix comes along to give us some understanding of the immense, yet still
‘delicate machine’ that controls our world so that we can be the rulers with our votes
and not the uninformed (or disinformed) ruled.” —BigThink.com “Michael Goodwin
hasn’t just written a great graphic novel—he’s written one that should be required for
every school, newsroom and library in the United States.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune
“It’s simply phenomenal. You could read ten books on the subject and not glean as
much information.” — David Bach founder of FinishRich Media; author of nine New York
Times bestsellers, including Debt Free for Life and The Automatic Millionaire “Goodwin
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has done the seemingly impossible—he has made economics comprehensible and
funny.” — Joel Bakan, author of The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and
Power “An amazing lesson in true-world economics! Delightfully presented, powerful,
insightful, and important information! What a fun way to fathom a deep and often dark
subject!” — John Perkins, author of Hoodwinked and the New York Times bestseller
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man “Smart, insightful, clear, and as close to the truth
as economics can get. The bonus: Who would have guessed that economics could be
fun, and—here's the joy—really accessible? Goodwin roots us in history and fills us with
common sense understanding. As he puts it early on, economics seems horribly
complicated mostly because we're looking at it all at once. Broken down into its
component pieces, it's relatively easy to understand. And a good understanding of
economics is critical to maneuvering in the world today. If I were compiling a list of the
100 most important books you can read in a lifetime, this would be on it.” —Stephen
Petranek, editor-in-chief, Weider History magazines, former editor-in-chief of Discover
magazine “Through a potent mix of comics and punchy, concise, accessible prose,
Goodwin takes us on a provocative, exhaustively researched, and exceedingly
engaging trip through our history and present day, creating an alternately hilarious and
scary picture of where we are today as an economy— and what it all means. More than
that, Goodwin makes the arcane, understandable. If your mind either spins or slumbers
at the thought of economics, read Goodwin's Economix and all will become clear.
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—Nomi Prins, author of It Takes a Pillage: An Epic Tale of Power, Deceit, and Untold
Trillions “Economix is a lively, cheerfully opinionated romp through the historical and
intellectual foundations of our current economy and our current economic problems.
Goodwin has a knack for distilling complex ideas and events in ways that invite the
reader to follow the big picture without losing track of what actually happened. Any
reader wondering how our economy got to where it is today will find this a refreshing
overview.” —Timothy W. Guinnane, Philip Golden Bartlett Professor of Economic
History, Yale University
Microeconomics is the study of the decisions of individual people and businesses and
the interaction of those decisions in markets. The strengths of the 2nd edition have
been the basis for the evolution of the text from a simple principles approach to a more
integrated and focused approach with the content now rearranged into six parts.
Economic efficiency is a core theme throughout and there is the addition of new
material on market applications, producer choice, government and markets and
competition policy and microeconomic reform. Examples and case studies are also
drawn from Australia and the Asia-Pacific region ensuring relevance to local students.
There is also major improvement in the design, especially the presentation of graphs
making the text more accessible and engaging for students. The familiar features of the
2nd edition also remain, including text-linked learning objectives, full-colour graphics,
margin definitions, chapter summaries, review questions and problem sets.
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The first Canadian edition of ECON Macro is an innovative, hybrid-learning package
that was created by the continuous feedback of our “student-tested, faculty-approved”
process, unique to Nelson’s 4ltr Press series. ECON Macro delivers comprehensive
content in a visually appealing, succinct print component paired with a high-value online
offering - MindTap - that includes an integrated eReader and a set of interactive digital
tools that appeal to a wide range of learning styles and needs, all at a value-based
price. This winning combination is proven to increase engagement and lead to better
outcomes. The hallmark of this solution is the student-friendly approach taken by awardwinning instructor and author Will McEachern. McEachern uses examples and
illustrations drawn from students’ daily lives to vividly demonstrate that when a student
show up for class the first day, they come with first-hand experience in making
economic choices and dealing with economic institutions and events, connecting these
life experiences to key macroeconomic concepts.
Business Communication 2e provides comprehensive and in-depth coverage of the
concepts and key applications of business communication. The second edition of this
text for management students has been revised to reflect recent changes in the
business environment and the needs of students.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their
learning preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the
textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced
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within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Intended primarily for courses in computer concepts and office applications, this text
also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. This book
teaches computer concepts and applications together. It engages readers rightaway by
using a jobs-focused approach that integrates computer concepts and applications into
practical combinations of concepts and skills in the context of a job. With this approach,
readers learn how to work in the real world where they will solve problems using
computer concepts and skills related to the Internet, Microsoft Office 2013 applications,
collaboration, social media, and cloud computing.
The first Canadian edition of ECON Macro is an innovative, hybrid-learning package
that was created by the continuous feedback of our “student-tested, faculty-approved”
process, unique to our 4ltr Press series. ECON Macro delivers comprehensive content
in a visually appealing, succinct print component paired with a high-value online offering
- MindTap - that includes an integrated eReader and a set of interactive digital tools that
appeal to a wide range of learning styles and needs, all at a value-based price. This
winning combination is proven to increase engagement and lead to better outcomes.
The hallmark of this solution is the student-friendly approach taken by award-winning
instructor and author Will McEachern. McEachern uses familiar examples and
illustrations drawn from students’ daily lives to vividly demonstrate that when students
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show up for class the first day, they each come with at least 17 years of first-hand
experience in making economic choices and dealing with economic institutions and
events, connecting these life experiences to key macroeconomic concepts.
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